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Introduction
The rapid growth of the neuroimaging literature brings the demand for integration, organization and
dissemination among a highly interdisciplinary community of researchers, see e.g. (Wager, Lindquist
& Kaplan 2007). Since functional localization in brain is normally represented in form of stereotaxic
coordinates, it can be used directly in the process of retrieving related literature in a given func-
tional context by the measure of coordinate distance. Current neuroimaging databases which provide
coordinate-based search capabilities (Brede Database, BrainMap) contain relatively small number of
publications (Szewczyk 2008), therefore an interconnection with more comprehensive bibliographical
databases can extend the results pool. Recently, the BredeQuery plug-in for SPM pipeline was presented
as a tool which enables coordinate-based querying of the Brede Database directly from SPM (Wilkowski,
Szewczyk, Rasmussen, Hansen & Nielsen 2009). As an extension of the current plugin’s functionality,
we propose methods for integration of the Brede Database with the almost complete medical publication
database - PubMed (http://pubmed.org).
Methods
The first step towards the integration of PubMed with the BredeQuery plug-in is efficient keyword
extraction from abstracts returned by the Brede Database (Nielsen 2003) after coordinate-based searching.
The extracted keywords can be later used for modelling PubMed’s query. Keywords are concatenated
using OR, AND logical operators. We are developing Semantic KEyword Extraction Pipeline for Medical
Documents (SKEEPMED) web service for mapping terms from abstracts to the UMLS Metathesaurus
concepts using the MetaMap08 program (Aronson 2001). As we focus on the neuroscientific literature,
we extract two types of keywords: brain parts (brain part) and other significant domain terms (term).
The final query is constructed with the following structure: (brain part 1 OR brain part 2 OR ...)
AND (term 1 AND term 2 AND ...).
Results
We queried the Brede Database with a test coordinate in Talairach (Talairach & Tournoux 1988) space
(-8,1,9), which relates to the thalamus brain region. The highest ranked experiment returned by the
database belongs to article “Neuroanatomical Correlates of Happiness, Sadness, and Disgust” by Richard
D. Lane et al. (1997), in the following referred to as the “source”. “Source” contains description of
10 experiments with a total of 90 reported coordinates. The following keywords were extracted by
SKEEPMED: brain part keywords: cerebral cortex, thalamus, insula, frontal lobe ; term keywords:
disgust, sadness, happiness, emotion. The PubMed query based on these keywords returned the “source”
and 20 additional articles closely related to the topic of “source”. We inspected only articles published
later than ”source” (16), 8 of which do not contain any experiment coordinates. To investigate the
relevance of the remaining 8 articles, we compared spatial closeness of experiment coordinates from these
8 articles with the “source” experiments by querying Brede Database. Experiment coordinates from 6 of
them are located in a close neighbourhood of “source’s” experiments. Results are presented in Table 1.
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Conclusions
Current neuroimaging databases are limited and we have discussed a new way of enhancing their usability.
We use the highly refined information in the Brede database to form an informed query into the literature
at large. The case story showed the viability of the approach and gives us confidence that coordinate based
search can be combined with language processing for a productivity enhancing tool for all neuroimagers.
Current work concerns quantitative testing of the method.
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